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1. PMS introduction
Software PMS is designed for energy management and monitoring of BMR measuring instruments equipped by RS485
interface.
Software PMS is based on the server-client structure where server part is taking care about communication with measuring
instruments, SQL database and client.

1.1. PMS structure
The core of PMS is a server program called PMS service. According to its name it runs as a Windows service and it is
automatically started at Windows start. For management and configuration of PMS service there is GUI program which can
be started by user. The most visible part and most often operated by user is a PMS client for management of instruments and
their monitoring and recorded data evaluation.

1.2. System requirements
PMS is designed to run on personal computers with operating systems Microsoft Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7. It is
necessary that .NET Framework 3.5 or newer is installed at computer. The minimum PC configuration should Pentium III
with 512 MB memory and 200 MB disc space.

2. Installation
For installation process start, run the file BMR_setupPMS.exe. The installation starts by first dialogue window with language
selection.

Select the appropriate language used during installation and also for program interface. Introduction window of PMS
installation will be already shown in selected language.

In next step set the folder for PMS program files or let by Wizard offered default path.
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In next step components of PMS which will be installed on the computer are defined. For installations where the server and
client is running at the same computer it is recommended to install all offered components.

PMS software is based on server part and client part. In case that PMS server is running at the server computer it is
recommended to install all parts on server as well. After that on the local computer the only client needed files will be
installed.
Once the installation type is selected click on button Next for installation process start. It takes several minutes according to
selected options.

3. Program start
Program PMS consists from two parts. PMS_server and PMS_client. PMS_server starts automatically as a Windows service
and it runs transparently. PMS_server is essential part and it has to run on server or local computer. Once the PMS_server is
running the PMS_client part can be started as well. In case that both parts are installed at local computer the communication
between PMS_server and PMS_client is already defined. In case that not, follow the chapter related to network installation.

3.1. Fast commission
In this chapter are described the minimum steps for program start and operation after installation process.
1. Start PMS_server (in case that it is not started at Windows start) and then PMS_client.
2. Turn PMS to service mode “Main/Service mode”. See chapter 4
3. Open the dialog window communication interface “Device/Communication interface” and add and define the new
communication interface. See chapter 4.1
4. Add new device “Device/New device” and set correct communication interface and serial network ID number. The device
has to be enabled as an active.
5. End the service mode. PMS is ready for monitoring of selected instrument now.
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3.2. Power Monitoring Software - Server
3.2.1.

Server start

PMS_server normally starts automatically at the Windows operating system start. In case that the automatic start option was
not enabled during installation it is necessary start PMS_server from Start menu.

3.2.2.

Configuration

In the context menu of PMS_server there is an option “Configure” the PMS_server. The window with three cards with
several configuration option will open.

In the third card there are settings related to operating status and debug information such as path of log file and level of
provided information.
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3.3. Power Monitoring Software - Client
3.3.1.

Client start

PMS client program can be started from Windows Start menu. After program is running it is necessary manage connection of
PMS client to the PMS server (after installation the connection is set to be established automatically). In the program “Main”
menu click on the “Server connection” to establish communication between the PMS server and PMS client.

PMS_client program window is divided to the two columns. In the left column the list of instruments and their status is
located. In the right column the particular information such as monitoring and database with graphs, tables is shown.

3.3.2.

Client setting

For the displaying the monitoring or database information it is necessary select the instrument in the left column and click on
particular button for monitoring or database.
PMS client program can be also configured for various user changes such as language, automatic server connection etc. Click
on “Main/Program setting” to open the configuration window.

The first Program setting cart offers the main parameters for configuration. Option called “Disable SQL mode” is used for
installation where there is no need to use SQL database to store measured values and where the PMS client program is used
as a simple monitor.
Refreshing time of on-line windows for PLA34/PLA44 defines the time of value update in the tables of on-line measured
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parameters. If there is a weak TCP/IP connection between an instrument and PC the time should be prolonged.
Total points of on-line graph defines the number of values used for drawing the graph of on-line values.

For automatic start select such option in the first card. The GUI language can be changed as well and changes will be applied
after next start of PMS client.
Second card offers setting related to communication between client and server. It is recommended do not change it.

3.3.3.

Service mode entering

For definition of communication interfaces and devices monitored by PMS it is necessary enter the service mode. Click on
the “Main/Service mode” switches the PMS client to service mode. Communication between the server and recording to SQL
database will be terminated until the service mode is finished. For more information see chapter Service mode.

4. Service mode
For configuration of communication interfaces, device drivers and instruments itself it is necessary turn PMS client program
into the Service mode. I the “Main” menu select the option “Service mode” option. PMS client program will close all opened
windows and in the main program window will remain only the left column with list of instruments. Options available in the
“Device” menu will be ready to be used for configuration purposes. When the configuration is finished it is important close
the Service mode and let PMS client turn all parts of software back to normal operation mode.

4.1. Communication interface
Before adding the devices into the PMS professional software it is necessary define communication interface or interfaces of
RS485 networks.
Start configuration of communication interface by click “Device/Communication” interface in the Main menu. Following
window will appear.
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By click on the button
“New communication interface” the new converter can be add and set. Icon “Edit communication
interface” allows to modify existing converter settings. By icon “Remove communication interface” the converter can be
removed from the PMS professional software.

4.1.1.

RS485/RS232 converter

RS485/232 converter is connected to serial port (COM) of PC. After connection to the PC it appears on the system and it is
identified by number behind the COM. For example COM3. Baud rate defines the communication speed on RS485 side
between instruments and converter.

For devices with internal memory like PLA33CM it is necessary to set “Timeout” to 500 ms or higher to assure correct
communication during flash memory measurement start.

4.1.2.

RS485/USB converter

USB converter is uniquely identified by serial number placed on back side of converter. This serial number has to be written
to box named “SN BMRUSB/RS485”. Baud rate defines the communication speed of the RS485 bus. For correct work of
BMR USB485 converter it is necessary installed FTDi driver. It can be installed during the installation process of PMS itself
or later.

For devices with internal memory like PLA33CM it is necessary to set “Timeout” to 500 ms or higher to assure correct
communication during flash memory measurement start.

4.1.3.

RS485/LAN and RS485/Wifi converters

Setting for RS485/Lan and RS485/Wifi converter is the same. Both converters are using TCP address and PMS professional
access them directly at that address. Set to the dialog box named TCP address the IP address of the converter and port number
where the software will listen for the communication.
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4.1.4.

TCP/IP socket for PLA44 and PLA34 instruments

PLA44 and PLA34 uses FTP protocol for communication with the PMS software. It is based on TCP/IP connection so it is
necessary select “TCP_socket” as an interface and communication protocol FTP.

In the address set the IP address of the PLA44 or PLA34 instrument and define the port as well as user name and password
for to access FTP server of instrument.

4.2. Adding device to the system
For correct work the driver of existing device in the monitoring system must be defined. Click on the /Device/Edit device in
the Main menu will open following window.

Click on the button

“New device” to add the new device and following window will open.

Select the appropriate instrument from the list and confirm by pressing the button OK. Then the device will be added to the
list. Now it is necessary to define the ID of device in RS485 bus and communication interface used for connection to PC.
Once it is done confirm setting by click on button OK.
It is now recommended to exit the service mode for activating of all settings and reopening the service mode for further
modifications.
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4.3. Device configuration
By PMS professional software it is possible also configure device itself. Selecting the device in the left device column and
click on the icon “Configuration” will open window with configuration options for chosen device.

4.3.1.

PLA33C and PLA33CM

First contents strip is used for setting of main parameters like measuring transformer ratios, system frequency, time and
parameters of communication interface.

PLA33 has alarm output based on three comparators with logic function bond. Every comparator can be set independently on
others and compare different variables.

Threshold value, time of minimum output reaction and duration of an alarm event duration before reaction.
In the third contents strip it is possible to adjust behaviour of input / outputs. Output can behave as digital input or output,
controlled by PC or as an alarm output or pulse output. Rules for setting as an alarm output are set in above described
window.
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Pulse output can be linked to one of six PLA33 energy meters. For pulse output it is necessary to define the pulse weight
which is set in Wh.

4.3.2.

FCR05/07, FCR06/12 and GCR06/12

First contents strip contains the general setting of power factor controller such as targeted cosφ, current and voltage
transformer ratio, system frequency a regulation method. Before device configuration study device instruction manual for
understanding appropriate settings.
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Second contents strip offers alarm even specification. Before adjusting the alarm study be sure about using it.

Harmonics setting is available at third contents strip. Adjust harmonic level for particular voltage harmonics and THDI is
active only in case that appropriate alarm is enabled.
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Another contents strip defines the stage setting.

4.3.3.

PLA44 configuration

Power quality analyser PLA44 is quite complex instrument with many settings possibilities. In order to make the settings as
user friendly as possible it is grouped to several carts for easy understanding. Nevertheless it is very recommended to perform
settings with user manual.
Main parameters cart is essential setting of measuring circuits, type of connection and fundamental measurement.
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4.3.3.1

Communication settings related to available PLA44 device interfaces

Ethernet interface setting is the fundamental for communication between an instrument and PMS software. This configuration
should not be change without allowed access to the instrument.
FTP server is also necessary to be allowed for online data monitoring and download of recorded data from instrument flash
memory to SQL database of PMS.
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4.3.3.2

Recording of measured parameters in to the flash memory

In the cart Data storage the list of recorded parameters and time interval can be defined. PLA44 offers possibility of 5
different time intervals for all measured parameters
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Measured data are recorded to the memory from the moment the list of selected parameters and interval is sent to PLA44 by
click on button “Write configuration”. From this moment the recording of measured data is running. If the memory is full
then newest data will rewrite the oldest data (FIFO style of data memory management).
To stop recording of measured data, clear all intervals and click on button “Write configuration”.

4.3.3.3

Memory settings

Notice
For more detail information about the configuration of PLA44 power quality analyser refer to the instruction user manual of
the instrument.

5. On-line monitoring
PMS software is prepared for on-line monitoring purposes also. Choosing requested device and clicking the button
“Monitoring” new sub-window will open in the right part of PMS_client.

5.1. PLA33C
Main measurement contents strip contains most important measurements such as voltage, current, power factor and powers.
By default the all parameters are selected so immediately after opening the values are filled into the table.
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For displaying the graph of on-line measured value, select the requested parameter and click on the icon “Show chart”.
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5.1.1.

Power cuts table

PLA33C and PLA33CM is recording the power cuts of the supply voltage. In the card “Power cuts” click on on the button
“Refresh power cuts table” to display recorded supply voltage power cuts.

5.2. PLA33CM
Device PLA33CM has built-in flash memory for recording the measured parameters and status of energy meters (load
profile). In this chapter the operation with internal memory is described.
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5.2.1.

Measurement recording to internal flash memory

Measurement is started by pressing the button . New window with measurement settings will appear. The name, recording
period and measured parameters can be defined either. It is possible to record up to 10 parameters together.

Important
If the measurement is not start correctly there is no information about running measurement in right column. Check the
converter setting time out which must be at least 600ms.
If the measurement is running the right status column identifies in the section “Running measurement” details about
progressing recording. To stop measurement click on the icon
in the right column “Measurement information”.

Dialogue window with possible actions will appear on the screen and by selecting the action “Finish measurement” will stop
measurement and create the flag in the list of “Finished and stored measurements” for later measurement download.

5.2.2.

Measurement download from the device

Once the measurement to device flash memory is finished it is necessary to download it to PC. Downloaded measurement is
stored in sql database. For to download the measurement select the measurement from the list of measurements on the left
part of window and click icon download.

Once the flash measurement is downloaded it is stored in sql database and can be accessed by dialogue for displaying the
database values.
For the device with firmware version 6.0 and higher there is possibility of download of measurement from flash memory
without stopping running measurement. In the PMS there is a new button that starts download of the measured file to SQL
database without stop of recording to flash memory.

5.3. PLA44 and PLA34
Power quality analysers PLA44 and PLA34 have many functions accessible from PMS client on-line monitoring. Operation
of the PLA44 and PLA34 is following the same rules as other devices with one difference. Since there is a lot of parameters
these are divided into the groups and tree list instead of particular carts.
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6. Database manager
Database manager tool allows to create fresh database file, split existing database file to the more files and erase events and
transients recordings stored in the SQL. This brings the faster response of PMS evaluation and system itself.

7. PMS Data Evaluation
PMS Data Evaluation is a program for evaluation of measured data recording in the SQL database. This is the key tool for
inspection of energy and power quality management. The PMS Data Evaluation program can be started from PMS Client by
clicking on icon Database or from the Windows Start menu.

7.1. PMS data evaluation setting
PMS Data Evaluation program can be configured for several parameters. In this chapter the main settings are described.
Program is localized into several languages. In the cart “Main parameters” the appropriate language can be chosen. Option
“Show UTC time” is overwriting the PC local time by UTC time.
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In the second cart the path to the SQL database is specified. After the installation the default path is set and it is not necessary
to modify it. In case that SQL database is running on another PC the path to the SQL database has to be specified.

Last, third cart, contains the list of backup-ed databases after automatic or manual splitting.
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